FLEXO INK - ART GUIDELINES & INK SELECTION
Ink Print Artwork Guidelines
- Colors must be separated by at least 1/2” to allow for color movement. Please note that some color overlapping may still occur.
- More than 1 color imprinting is not available on some products.
- Minimum requirement for line thickness is 1 stroke point.
- Reverse out printing line thickness is 2 stroke points to avoid losing fine details.
- Artwork with a border, large coverage or fine print is not recommended as it may not produce a good quality imprint.
- Boxed artwork exceeding 5” x 5” will need approval.
- For best results, halftones should range from 20% to 40%. Standard halftone printing is 35LPI, at a 45 degree angle.
- Artwork with halftones must be pre-approved by our art department.
- All artwork submitted is subject to review.
Line Screen - 35LPI
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Ink Color Selection
PMS COLOR MATCH CHARGE: New Orders: $94.50 (g) | Repeat within 6 months: $46.80 (g)
IMPORTANT NOTE: PMS matching is available on White bags only. We will custom mix colors to get closest match to your requested PMS color
but an exact match can not be guaranteed.

INK WASH CHARGE: $30 (g)
PLATE CHANGE CHARGE: $20 (g)
The PMS colors indicated are only reference approximations of actual colors printed on white bags.
Bag color will alter the shade, tone or hue of the ink, especially light color inks on dark color bags. Certain ink and bag color combinations
are not recommended. Please call for more details.

Lemon Yellow
PMS 108

Orange
PMS 021

Texas Orange
PMS 174

Red
PMS 185

Dark Red
PMS 201

Maroon
PMS 209

Rhodamine Red

Pink
PMS 219

Process Blue

Indigo Blue
PMS 285

Blue
PMS 293

Royal Blue
PMS 286

Reflex Blue

Navy Blue
PMS 281

Teal
PMS 327

Dark Teal
PMS 322

Lime Green
PMS 802

Green
PMS 354

Kelly Green
PMS 347

Dark Green
PMS 342

Forest Green
PMS 560

Gray
PMS 431

Black

Pantone Purple

White ink is NOT available.
Purple
PMS 526

Pantone Violet

Brown
PMS 490

Metallic Silver
PMS 877

Metallic Gold
PMS 872

Metallic Copper
PMS 876

NOTE: Kraft paper bags tend to absorb ink, causing color variance that can make colors look slightly muted in tone.
NOTE: Our imprinting processes operate in a post-production environment in which imprinting takes place on a product which
is already constructed. In some cases folds and creases produced in manufacturing the bags result in some restrictions that may
impact certain artwork’s printability and available imprint area. Also, artwork position on post-printed products may vary slightly
from product to product due to manual feeding.
The colors on this page are 4 color process simulations of Pantone Colors. Actual colors may vary.

